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Introduction. In this paper we consider the first initial-boundary value problem for 
quasilinear parabolic equations 
(1) ^ + ;^ (_ 1)U1 DXaij{x) D^u) + ü{t, X, Du) = О 
dt \i\AJ\âk 
in the domain Q = Q x (О, Т), where t e <0, T> (Г < oo), ß is a bounded domain 
xe Q с: E^ (iV-dimensional Euclidean space) with a Lipschitzian boundary dQ, 
i = (г\, ..., %) is a multi-index, 
D' = —: '—7- with \i\ = y i„, 
дх['..,дх'^^ ' ' p=i' 
and Du is the vector function Du = (D4i, \i\ ^ k). 
The function a{t, x, ^), ^ e E^ (d = card {г, |/| g /с}) is Lipschitz continuous in t 
and ^. 
Initial-boundary conditions are of the form 
(2) w(x, 0) = Uo{x) , ^v"|ößx(o,r) = 0 for / = 0, 1, ..., /c - 1 , 
where D^ is the outward normal derivative of order / and UQ[X) e Й^аС^) (Sobolev 
space). 
An approximate solution u"(x, t) of the problem (l), (2) is constructed in terms of 
functions и^[х), s = 1, ..., n which are obtained in the following way: 
Let {tsYs=i be the uniform partition of <0, T>, h = Tjn and t^ = s . h. Successively 
for s = 1, ..., П we solve the linear Dirichlet boundary value problem 
(1') ^ -11*^+ Y ( - i ) " iö 'Kß4) + «0.^,öM,_o = o, 
(2') Dl M,(x)|aß = 0 for / = О, 1, • • -, fc - 1 
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where UQ = Uo{x) is taken from (2). Then we construct (Rothe's function) 
M"(X, t) = w,_i(x) 4- (r - r,_i) h~^{u,{x) - Ws-iW) for 
ts-i й t й t,, s = 1, ..., n . 
In fact, this method is Rothe's method which is called also the method of lines. 
Under certain assumptions on â y (see (3), (4) below) we prove that w"(x, t) con­
verges for /Î -> 00 to the unique weak solution u(x, t) of (l), (2) (see Definition 3) 
in the norm of the space C(<0, T>, L2{Q)). Moreover, we prove that w"(x, t) -> 
-^ u{x, t) for П -> 00 in the norm of the space Wl^~\Q') n Wl{Q) for all t e (0, T), 
where Q' is an arbitrary subdomain of Q with Q' <= ß . If (3) is satisfied for / = k, 
then our weak solution u(x, t) satisfies (l) for a.e. (x, t)e Q in the classical sense. 
Analogous results are obtained also in the case when w"(x, t) is constructed in terms 
of Us{s = 1, ..., n) which are obtained by the following predictor-corrector scheme: 
Let f_s, ŵ  s = 1, ..., n be the weak solutions of the hnear Dirichlet boundary 
value problems (UQ = Wo(x)) 
(1„) Vs - Ц.-1 ^ ^ {-lf^D'{a,jD\) + a{t,,x,Du,_,) = 0, 
h \'\.\J\ék 
(2") i?k|aß = 0 for Z = 0, l , . . . , / c - 1 
and 
i n ^ ^ " ^ ^ - ^ + Z ( - l ) ' ^ 'Z ) ' ( a , ,D4) + a ( r „ x , D t g = 0 , 
(2'̂ 0 i)X|aß = 0 for / = 0 , 1 , . . . , ^ - 1 . 
This is the special case of the predictor-corrector scheme of the Crank-Nicholson 
method (see [11]). 
Rothe's method was introduced in [5] and later on has been used by many authors. 
The conception of our paper corresponds to the recent papers [1—4]. 
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
By C^'^(ß) we denote the space of Lipschitz continuous functions in Q and by 
С^'^(Й) the subset of all v e C^''{Ü) such that D^v e C^''{Q) for all i with \i\ = p. 
We shall assume 
(3) a,j{x) G С^''"^(Й) for all |/|, | j | ^ к , 
where Ptj = max {0, \i\ + I — к — 1} and / is an integer satisfying 1 ^ / ^ /c. 
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Ellipticity is assumed in the form 
(4) Z a,j{x)è^j^C, Y ii ( C i > 0 ) . 
| i | , | j |=fc jfl=fc 
a(t, X, ä,) is continuous in all variables t, x, ^ and satisfies 
(5) \a{t, X, ^) - a{t\ X, Г) | è C(l + \t - f\ + \t - f\ Щ + \^ - i^\) 
where С is a positive constant. 
Let us consider the Sobolev space 
Wl{Q) = W= {ue L2{Q); D'u e L2{Q) for all \i\ й к} 
[D'U are derivatives in the sense of distributions) with the norm || • ||^2^ = || * ||ж = 
= Z II^'^!l' where 11 • || is the norm in L2(Q). The scalar product in L2{Q) is denoted 
( • > • ) • 
Let C j (ß ) be the set of all infinitely differentiable functions with support in Q. 
We denote W\{Q) = Co(Q), where the closure is taken in the norm of the space W^-
By means of the bilinear form 
[Au, v] = \ Z ^ u W ^ ' " ^ '^ d^ foî* ^'^^ W\{Q) 
we define a linear continuous operator A from W\[Q) into W2^[W2^ is the dual space 
Let X be a Banach space with a norm || • |̂ ^̂  and let v(t) : <0, T> -^ X be an abstract 
function. By ||t;(^)||x we denote the norm Ц'Ц;̂ ^ of the element v(t)EX at a fixed t. 
Definition 1. We denote by Lp(<0, T>, X) (l S p ^ со) the set of all measurable 
abstract functions v{t) from <0, T> into X (see [10]) such that 
|lt̂ ||Lp«0,T>,X) = ilKOi^d/ < 00 for 1 ^ p < 00 
and 
||̂ ||£сс«о,г>,лг) = sup ess ||i^(0|U ^ ^ f̂ ^ JP = 00 . 
f6<0.r> 
Let C(<0, T>, X) be the set of all continuous functions 
v{t) : <0, T> -> X with ||1?|с«о.г>д) = max ||i;(r)||;^ < oo . 
f6<0,r> 
The set of all abstract functions v{t) : <0, T} -^ X such that x%v{t)) e C(<0, T>) 
for all X* e Z * (X* is the dual space to X) is denoted by C^(<0, T>, X). 
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Definition 2. С^,((0, Т), L2{Q)) is the set of all v e C(<0, T>. L2(ß)) such that 






In this case there exists 
(uniquely determined) such that 
— {v{t), w) = (g{t), w) for all w e L2{Q} 
dt 
and we denote by d v{t)jdt = g[t) the weak derivative of v[t). 
By F{t) и = a{t, X, Du) we denote the operator from <0, T> x W2{Q) into L2{Q) 
(see (5)). 





, v\^[Ä u{t), v] + {F{t) u{tl v) = 0 
holds for all v e W^2{^) and t e (O, T). 
We shall assume the following additional regularity property of UQ from (2) and Ä: 
(6) Auo G L2{Q) . 
Remar к 1. If Uo{x) G Wl\ü) and (3) holds for / = k, then (6) is satisfied. 
The strong convergence is denoted by -^ while -^ stands for the weak convergence. 
Positive constants are denoted by С and the fact that С depends on a parameter e 
is indicated by writing C(e). Symbols С or С(г) can denote also different constants 
in the same discussion. 
1. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
Ws ^ ^k (̂  = 1, ..., n) is a solution of (Г), (2'), if 
(7) ^^i-Hlizl , Л + 1Ащ , .] + (F(0 t.._„ .) = 0 
holdsforalbGft^^(O). 
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By Q' we denote an arbitrary subdomain of Q with Q' с ß . 
Lemma 1. / / (3) —(5) are satisfied, then there exists a unique solution u^e 
e W%Q) n W\^\Q') {s = 1, ..., n) of (Г), (2'). 
Proof. From (3), (4) and due to a lemma of J. L. LIONS (see [7] Chap. I, Lemma 
5.1) we obtain easily 
(8) [Au,u-]^C,\\u\\'^-C4uf 
by virtue of the theorem on equivalent norms in Wl{Q) (see [7]). Thus, the operator 
Au + h-^isW\ elliptic (see [7]) for all h Sh^^Cl^, 
If M ,̂.! 6 W\{Q), then F{t^ u^-i e L2{0) because of (5). From the results on linear 
elliptic equations [7] (Theorem 3.1, Chap. 1) we conclude that there exists a unique 
solution u^E W\ of (Г), (2') for h й hQ. Since UQ E W\{Q), we obtain successively 
UsE W\ for s = 1, ..., n. 
On the other hand, u^ e W\{Q) is a solution of the equation 
h 
where Л , , e L2(ß). We prove that D%^,eW'f''*''^ for |a| ^ « - 1 (жГ''"'^* is the 
dual space to Ж * ' ! ^ ) ) - Indeed, we have 




f,^,{x).D^(p{x)dx ^ \\fU\. 
(Here (D7ft,s, (p) denotes the value of the distribution В%^ ^^ the point cp). Thus, 
from [7] (Theorem 1.2, Exercise 1.2, Chap. 4) we deduce that щ E WI'^\Q') and the 
estimate 
(9) I|u,l|„.,..,,„-)^C(0')(1|«.1U+I1A.11) 
holds for all h ^ ho and s = 1, ..., n. 
In the sequel we shall assume that (3) —(6) are satisfied. 
Lemma 2. There exists С and ho > 0 such that the estimates 
ЫйС, thM'wuC 
S = 1 
take place for all h '^ ho, s ̂  I, .'-, n. 
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Proof. Let us put V = Us into (7) and then sum up for 5 = 1, . . . , p where 1 ^ 
^ p ^ n. We obtain 
(10) t {щ - M,_i, u,) + ht [Ли,, и,] + Y KHQ Us-и и,) = О . 
s= 1 s= 1 s=1 
From the identity 
p p 
2.^{щ- и^-ищ) = X hs - Ws-iP + \up Y - hof 
s = l s = l 
and from (8) we deduce 
p 
1 
Applying Young's inequality 
(11) |«,p + CiXHI«s||^ й \\uoV + CiZHI"»!' +1ЧПО".-!.«») • 
(12) \ab\ й^-^+ , 
we estimate 
(13) t HiHh) «.-b и.)| è t hMts) f.-ill Iju.ll ^ 
s = l s = l 
éZ7i№)«._j|^ + i : ^ H r 
s=i 2 s=i 2e 
Owing to (5) we have 
(14) | | i ^ ( 0 " - i | | ' ^ ^ 3 + Qi |"s- i . | |^ 
and hence, due to (U), (13) and (14), we conclude 
||«,||^ + (C, - sC,) t h\\u,\\'^ й C{uo) + (c, + ~ ) t h\H' • 
s=i \ 2eJ s=i 
Let us choose 8 > 0 so that Cj — eC^ = iC^. Then we obtain 
(15) \\u,f + iC, I /i||u,||̂  ^Cs + Cet h^.V 
5 = 1 S = l 
and, in particular, 
\\u^\\' uCs + CethhsW for all p = l , . . . , n , 
s = l 
which {h S HQ < Ce )̂ imphes successively 
\\u,\\' й Cs{l ~ Ceh)~' , Wu^W й C,{{ - C.h)-' (1 + C,h{l - Ceh)-') 
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and 
(16) ||ii,P^ Cs{i ~ Q/z)-^(l + C,h{l - Ceh)-'y-' 
for s = 1, ..., n. There exists С such that 
(1 + €5/1(1 - CJi)-'y-' й С for all h^ho < C^^ 
and s = 1,,.., n. Thus, (16) implies the first part of Lemma 2. The rest of the proof 
follows from (11). 
Lemma 3. There exist С and HQ > 0 such that the estimates 
u, - w. : ^ C , h-'\\u,-U,_,Vy,UC 
take place for all h ^ ho and s = 1, ..., и. 
Proof. Let us consider (7) for s — i and 5 = f — 1, putting v = Ui — Ui^^. 
Subtracting these equalities we obtain 
^'-—-^ , Ui - W,-_i ) + [A(W^ - Wf„i) , U; - W,._i] + 
from where, due to (8), we deduce 
fUi_i - Ui_2 ,̂  ,̂  \ 
(17) Ui - M,-_i + Ci_h ^\\ui - w,-_i||^ й 
< Ui-i — ï^ i -2 
U: — Ui 
\Fiti)^i-i 
Ui - Ui_i 
.h. 
By virtue of (5) we estimate 
(18) | | F ( ? , ) - i i , _ , -F{ti_,)ui_,\\ S 
^ С .{h + h\\ui^i\\^r + \\ui-i - Wf-ill^) • 
Applying (12) we estimate 
W,_ 1 — U: Ui - M i _ i 
< 2~ 
U: — U; + 2" 
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and, owing to (18) 
Ui - Ui^i Ч - " i - l 
From these estimates and from (17) we obtain 
/ 2 ^ 
(19) Ui - Ui^^i (1 -C,h) + C,h-'\\ui--Ui_A'^u 
< ^i-l ^i-2 + Cih ^||M^_I - Ui_2\\w + C5||w,_J|^ + CA.1^ • 
The estimate (19) is recurrent and enables us to obtain successively Qi g ho < ^6 ) 
(20) Ui - M , _ i + C,h-4\ui - w;_,||â. (1 - C,hy-^ g 
Wi — Un 
j = 2 
+ Z(i ~c,hy-'c,h 
where 2 ^ i й n. Since 1 ^ (l - Q / i ) ' " ' ^ e"^^^ for all h й ho and f == 1, ..., n, 
(20) implies 
(21) w,- - w,-i Wi - Wo + C^h-'\\u,-Ui_,\\'^UC.\ 
J=l J 
Now, we estimate the right hand side in (21). Putting v = u^ — UQ we have from (7) 
( - ^ — — - , Wi - Wo ) + [ ^ " b Wi - t^o] + {F{h) ^ 0 . Wi - Wo) = 0 . 
Hence we deduce 
(22) 
+ /i~^[^(wi - Wo), Wi - Wo] й C(uo) U-^ Wo 
Wf — Wf ^»0 , ^ ^ « 1 
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Owing to (6) we estimate 
\\AUO, ^ ^ ^ 1 1 ^ IM ôli t ^ 
IL h Л II h II 
and hence applying (12) we obtain from (22) 
(1 - sC) + h-'[A{ui - I/o), u, - Wo] ^ C(wo, e) Wt — Wf 
Thus, due to (8) we have 
l|2 
(23) Wf — Mr (1 - гС - С /̂г) + Ci/z-^||wi - u^fw й С{щ,г); 
since h S ho < Cj^ we can choose г > 0 so that (l — eC — €2/1) > a > 0 for all 
Й й ho, where a is a suitable constant. The proof of Lemma 3 follows from (23), (21) 
and Lemma 2. 
Lemma 4. There exists С and ho > 0 such that 
(24) \\^i\\w = ^ /^^ ^̂ ^ h ^ ho and i = 1, ..., я . 
Proof. From (8) and (7) with t; = ŵ  we obtain 
cAusVw^ h h\\ + \\Hts)u.^4\\u,\\ + c,\\u4K 
Owing to (5) the estimate 
(25) i|F(0«,_,| |^C.(H-|K_,||^) 
takes place and hence Lemma 2, Lemma 3 and (24) imply 
Ci||w,|i^ ^ C3 + C^u.^^y. 
Due to Lemma 3 we have 
\\u,-t\\w й \\u,\\w + ||W. - « s ~ l i k ^ hs\W + ^ 5 
and thus the estimate 
C,||w,||^ ^ Q + С4щ\\^ 
takes place for all h S ho and s = 1,..., «. Applying (13) to the last inequality we 
obtain the result required. 
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Lemma 5. There exist C{Q') and HQ > 0 such that Ц^̂ Ци̂ з'̂ +Ч̂ ') = C(Q') for all 
h ^ /7o and 5 = 1, . . . , П. 
Proof. From Lemma 3, Lemma 4 and (25) we deduce that there exists С such that 
(26) ||/й,,|| й С ' for all h S ho and s = 1, . . . , /i 
where f^^s = — (^s ~ ^s-i)!^ + ^ ( O ^ s - i - Thus, the result follows from (26), 
Lemma 4 and (9). 
In the sequel we present some consequences from the a priori estimates just 
obtained. 
We denote by u\t) Rothe's function 
u\t) = u,_,-h{t - t,_,)h-'{u,- u,_,) for t,_,ututs. s = l,,..,n. 
Lemma 6. There exists u{t) e C(<0, T>, L2(0)) and a subsequence {u^''{t)} from 
{u\t)} such that w"''(f) -> u(t) in the norm of the space C(<0, T>, L2(ß)). 
Proof. Lemma 4 implies the estimate 
(27) h%t)\\w24o) =^ f̂ ^ ^̂ 1 " ^^^ ^ ^ <^' ^> 
(C is independent of n). From the compactness of the imbedding W\{Q) -^ L2{Q) 
we conclude that for fixed t e <0, T> it is possible to choose a subsequence of {u\t)} 
convergent in the norm of the space L2{Q). By the diagonal method we choose a sub-
sequence {u"''{t)} such that w'"'(f) is convergent in L2{Q) for each rational point 
t e <0, ту. Owing to Lemma 3 we prove that u'^'if) is convergent for all t e <0, T>. 
From Lemma 3 and the triangle inequality we deduce 
(28) \\u\t) - u\f)\\ ^ C\t - f\ for all n and t, f e <0, T> . 
Let t' G <0, r > be an irrational point and r e <0, Г> a rational one. Thus, the 
inequality 
(29) Wu^'^t') - i/"'-(rO|| ^ ||w"'̂ (rO - u^'^t)! + ||M"'^(O - i/"'-(Oli + 
+ \\u"it) -- w"^(ro|| 
together with (28) implies that м"'̂ (г) is convergent in L2(Q) for all t e <0, T>. There 
exists u{t) : <ß, ту-^ L2{Q) such that u'^^t)-^ u{t) in L2(ß) for all tG<0, T>. 
Regarding (28) we have u{t) G C ( < 0 , Г > , L2(ß))- From (29), passing to the Hmit for 
r -> 00, we conclude that u^^t) -^ u(t) locally uniformly, i.e., if e > 0 there exist 
i^ > 0 and ^,(e) > 0 such that 1|м"''(г') - u{f)\\ < s for all t' satisfying \t' - t\ < 
< ôf{e) and к ^ K. Thus, the rest of the proof follows from the Borel covering 
theorem. 
For a moment, denote the sequence {w"''(0} ^om Lemma 6 by {u%t)}. 
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Lemma 7. Let u{t) e C(<0, T>, Ljiü)) be the same as in Lemma 6. The following 
assertions hold: 
a) u{t) is Lipschitz continuous from <0, Г> into L2{Q), i.e., \\u(t) — u{f)\\ ^ 
S C\t - t'\ for all t, f G <0, T>; 
b) u{t)eL^{{ô, ту, W'2{Q) n ЖГ' (^О) /^^ «̂ ^ 0 < ^ < T. / / Wo^ РГГ'(^), 
then 0 = 0. 
c) M"(0 "^ ^(0 i^ ^he norm of the space W^^'^'^Q') n Wl~'\Q)for all t e (O, T). 
d) 1/(0 e C«(5, T>, Wl'-'-^Q') n Ж Г Ч ^ ) ) - V Wo e РГГ'(^), ^^^'t ^ = 0. 
Proof. Assertion a) follows from Lemma 6 and (28). b) The space H = W],{Q) n 
n wl^X^') is a separable Hilbert space (with respect to the scalar product 
Since La,{iO, ту, H) is the dual space to the separable Banach space Li(<0, T>, H') 
(see [8]), where H' is the dual space to H, bounded sets in L^{(0, Г>, H) are compact 
with respect to the weak* topology (see [9], [Ю]). From Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 
we deduce that 
(30) max ||м"(0||я = ^ for all n (C is independent of n) . 
«e<T/n,T> 
Thus, if 0 < ^ < Г then there exists w G LOO(<^, T > , Я) and a subsequence {w"''} 
of {w"} such that w"'' -^^* w in L^{iö, Ту, H) (weak* convergence). From this fact it 
follows also that w"'̂  -- w in L2(<<5, T>, L2{Q)) ^ L^{{ô, T>, Я) (weak convergence) 
and hence due to Lemma 6, we have u{t) = w{t). If WQ G Pf2^^(0) then we can put 
0 = 0. Moreover, owing to (30) and Assertion a) we deduce easily that u(t) G H 
for all t G <T/n, T> and the estimate 
(31) sup ||W(0||H ^ (^ ^otall Ö > 0, where С is from (27) . 
te<5,r> 
(If г / оеЖГ ' (^ ) , then (5 = 0.) 
c) Assertion c) follows from the compactness of the imbeddings Wl{ü) -^ W2~\0) 
and Wl''\Q') -^ Wl^^~\Q'), from the estimate (30) and Lemma 6. 
d) Assertion d) follows from (31), from the compactness of the imbeddings 
W'2{Q) -^ W'2-\Q), ЖГ^(00 ^ РГГ'"Ч^О 
and Assertion a). 
R e m a r k 2. In virtue of (31) and Lemma 7 (a)) we prove easily that u{t) e 
e C^{iô, ту, H) for all О < ^ < T. If u^ e У^^-^Щ, then <5 = 0. 
Indeed, if t„ -> tg (t^, tQ e <(5, T>) then u[t„^) -^ w in the reflexive space H, because 
of (31). But, owing to Lemma 7 (a)) we have w = w(?o). Thus, u(t„) -^ w(̂ o) ^^ H 
from which the required result follows. 
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2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, REGULARITY AND CONVERGENCE 
OF THE METHOD 
by 
In this section we prove that u(t) from Lemma 6 is the unique solution of (l), (2). 
Let us define the step function w"{t) : (0, T} -^ H where Я = Pf^^C^O n ^ ' ( ß ) 
w"(r) = Щ for r,_i <t St,, s = 1, ..., n 
and w"(r) = Wo for ^ e < - Tjn, 0>. 
Similarly, we define F%t) : If ̂  -> L2(ß) by F\t) и = F{t,) и for all и e Wl{Q), 
t^_^ < t S t,, s = l,...,n ша F"(0) и = F(0) u. 
The identity (7) can be rewritten in the form 
(32) ^^^^ ,v\ + [A w"{t), v] + fF"(t) w"(t -^],v\=0 
for all V e ^ ' ( ß ) and ( e (O, T), where d /d( is the lefthand derivative. Integrating 
(32) over <0, t) we obtain 
(33) {u"(t), v) + [У4 W"(T), i;] d i + Г I F"(T) w'' 
0 Jo \ 
_ (UQ, V) = О for all Î; e Ж2(^) • 
T I, у I d t 
n 
Before we pass to the limit n -> oo in (33) we prove some auxiliary assertions. 
Lemma 3 and (30) imply 
(34) 
and 
v\t) - u%t)\\ йСп-^ for all t e <0, T} 
w" t 
IT й С for all fi and — < t ^T. 
H n 
(35) ||м;"(^)||я + 
From (34), (35) we deduce easily that 
(36) w%t) -^ u{t) and w" ft -~\-^ u{t) 
in the norm of the space WI''^''\Q') n WI~\Q) for all t e (O, T), 
Lemma 8. a) If Î; 6 W\{Q), then 
(f^t) w" ft - - \ v \ - ^ {F{t) u{t), v) for n 00 ; 
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b) (F(r) u{t), v) e C((0, ту) n L^(<0, T>) and the estimate 
\iF(t)u{t),v)\^C\\v\\ 
takes place for all t e (0, T> and v e L2{Q). 
Proof. It suffices to prove a), b) for ve Co(Q), because of the density. To i^e 
e C^{Q) there exists Q' with Q' a Q such that the support of i; is a subset of Q'. 
From (36) and (5) we obtain 
F%i) w" U J -^ F{t) u{t) with n -^ oo in L2{Q') 
from which a) follows. 
b) Similarly as in Assertion a) from (5) and Lemma 7 (c)) we deduce {F{t) u(t), v) e 
e C((0, ту). From the estimate (31) and from (5) we obtain 
liFit)uit),v)\è\\F{t)u(t)\\\\v\\^C\\v\\ 
for all t 6 <0, ту, V e L2(0) and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 9. Let u(t) be from Lemma 6. Then 
a) Л u{t) E L2{Q)for all t e <0, Г> with 
\\Au{t)\\ й С for all te{0, T> . 
b) [A u{t\ v] E C((0, ту) for all v e Wl{Q). 
Proof. From Lemma 3 we have ||d~ u\t)ldt\\ ^ С for all f e (O, T>. From the 
definition of w"(t), Lemma 4 and (5) we deduce easily the estimate 
F%t) w" (t -~]\\sC for all t E <0, T> 
and hence (33) impHes the estimate 
(37) Цл w"(0, г^]| ^ C||t;|| for all t e <0, T> and v e C^{Q) . 
Since 
(38) [A w"{t), v] -> [A u{t), v] 
(see (36)), we obtain from (37) that 
(39) \[A u{t\ v]\ й C\\v\\ for all t E <0, Г > and v e C^{Q) . 
The density Cj'(ß) in L2(ß) and (39) then implies Assertion a). 
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b) It suffices to prove Assertion b) for v e Co{Q). In this case the result required 
follows from the continuity of the operator Ä : W\ -> FFJ^ and from Lemma 7 (d)). 
R e m a r k 3. Lemma 9 implies 
Ä u{t) e L , « 0 , T>, L,(0)) n СД(0, T>, L^iO)). 
Indeed, it follows from Lemma 9 (a), b)), (39) and the density of Wl{Q) in L2{Q) that 
[Л u{tl v] G C((0, T)) for all V e L2{Q) 
and hence (see [10]) Ä u(t) is a measurable abstract function from <0, Г> -^ L2{Q). 
The rest of the proof follows from Lemma 9. 
Our main result is 
Theorem 1. There exists a solution u(t) of the problem (l), (2) with the following 
properties: 
a) u{t) : <(0, ту -> L2{Q) is Lipschitz continuous; 
• b) u(t)eCl{(0, T ) , L2{Q)) and there exists u'(t) (strong derivative) for a.e, te(0, T) 
with u{t) = d u{t)ldt E L ^ « 0 , T>, L2{Q)); 
c) u{t) G L ^ « 0 , T>, W'2^\Q') n W'2{Q)) n СД(0, T>, Ж Г ' ( ^ 0 n Й^^Ч )̂)- If "o e 
G Pf2"̂ '(jQ) r/ien we can put <0, T> instead o/(0, T>. 
d) w(r)G C « 5 , T>, TF^+'-'(ß') n И " ' ( ^ ) /^^ all 0 <ô < T If Wo G Ж Г ' ( ^ ) 
then 0 = 0. 
e) Л 1/(0 G L ^ « 0 , T>, L2(ß)) n СД(0, T>, L2(ß)). 
Proof. We prove that u{t) from Lemma 6 is a solution of (l), (2). Let v e C^{Q) 
in (33). Owing to Lemma 6, Lemma 8, (37), (38) and Lebesque's theorem, the limiting 
process n -> 00 in (33) enables us to deduce 
(40) (i/(r), v) + [Л W(T), y] dr + (F(T) W(T), V) dz - (WQ, V) = 0 for all 
Jo Jo 
t G (0, T> and Î; G C2^(ß) and hence also for v e )^ '̂(iQ) . 
From (40), with regard to Lemma 8, Lemma 9 and (39), we conclude u(t) e 
G Ct((0, T), L2(ß)). Differentiating in (40) we obtain that u{t) is a solution of (l), (2). 
The identity (djdt) (w(f), w) = (d w(t)/d^, w) for all Г G (О, T) and w G L2{Ü) implies 
the identity 
['(M(O, ^'(0 w) df = - г ( ^ , ^(0 w) df 
for all w 6 L2(0) and i/'(ï) e CS'(<0, Г>). Thus, u{t) e f f l«0 , Г>, L2(ß)) - see [2] 
(Definition 3) — and hence, owing to [2] (Lemma 1) there exists the strong derivative 
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u'{t) for a.e. t G (0, Т) and the equality u'{t) = d u(t)ldt is true. From (40), owing 
to Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, we deduce 
d u{t) 
dt 
, V й C\\v\\ for all t e (O, T) and v e L2{ü) 
The continuity of (d u[t)ldt, w) implies the measurability of the abstract function 
d u{t)ldt. Thus, Assertion b) is proved. The other assertions are proved in the previous 
lemmas and remarks. Assertion c) follows from Lemma 7 and the estimate (31), 
where С is independent of <5. 
The idea of the proof of uniqueness is due to [6]. 
Theorem 2. The solution q / ( l ) , (2) is unique. 




(41) ,v\ + [A v{t), v] + {F{t) Wi(0 - F{t) U2{t), v) = 0 
for all ve W]_{Q). Let us put v = e~^^ u{t) into (41). From the properties of u{t) 
(Theorem Ic)) and from (41) we deduce that [Л u(t), w(^)] is a continuous function 
in t e (0, T). Thus, integrating (41) over the interval <0, to) {O < to й Т) we have 
(42) re~^^f^^,u{t)\dt + 
'е-^'{[Л u{tl u{ty] + {F{t) ui{t) - F{t) U2{t), u{t))} dt = 0 , 
Since (djdt) \\u{t)\\^• = 2(d м(г)/аг, u{t)) and 
^- '̂:^ IKOir = 7 (IKOIl^ ^-") + ^ • ll"(Or ^-" 
dt dt 
due to w(0) = 0, we obtain from (42) that 
(43) 2-' . \\u{to)\\^ e-''' + Ге~'ХХ . 2-'\\u{t)\\^ + [A u{tl u{t)] 
+ {F{t) u^{t) - F{t) U2{t), u{t))) dt = 0. 
Owing to (5) and Schwartz's inequality we estimate 
(44) \{F{t) u,{t) - F{t) u,{t), «(0)1 ^ C|u(0|U • 114011 ^ 
й в' .2-'\\u{t% + C' .2-h-^u{t)\\\ 
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From (8) and (44) (putting г = ^Сз) we obtain 
{A u{tl u{t)\ + {F{t) u,{t) - F{t) u,{t), u{t)) г - C\\u{t)f 
for all t E (0, T). If we take Я > 2C, then (43) implies ||t/(ro)|| й 0 for all 0 < ÎQ й Z 
which yields the result required. 
In Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 (c) we have proved that there exists a subsequence 
{w"''(r)} of the sequence {w"(0} (sequence of Rothe's functions) which converges 
to the solution u[t) of (l), (2) in the corresponding norms. As a consequence of the 
Uniqueness Theorem 2 we obtain 
Theorem 3. The sequence of Rothe's functions converges to the solution u(f) 
o/( l ) , (2) in the following norms: 
a) u\t) -> u{t) in C(<0, T>, L2{Q)), 
b) u"{t) -> u{t) in the norm of the space W2~\Q) n ]^^'"'"^(ß')/or each t e (O, Т). 
Theorem 4. / / the assumption (3) is satisfied for I = /c, then the solution u(t) = 
= u(x, t) of (l), (2) satisfies (l) in the classical sense for a.e. (x, t) e Q = ß x 
X (0, T). 
Proof. Owing to Theorem 1 (c) with / = /c) it suffices to prove that there exists 
the distribution derivative du{x, t)\dt G L2{Q) (see [7], Theorem 2.2 Chap. 2 and 
Remark L2 Chap. 4). Let Щ e C^(<0, T » and cp{x) e C^{ü). Then, we have 
w(x, t) \lj'{t) (p{x) dx d̂  = - g{x, t) ф{1) (p(x) dx dt 
J o j ß J o j ß 
where g[x, t) E L2{Q) is generated by the abstract function du{t)ldt E L^[{0, T>, 
L2{ü)) с: L2(ß) — see the proof of Theorem 1. Since linear combinations of all 
\l/[t) (p{x) are dense in C^(ß), Theorem 4 is proved. 
R e m a r k 4. If we consider a nonhomogeneous problem (l), (2), i.e., if (2) is of the 
form 
u\x, 0) = UQ(X, 0) , Dy w(x, ^)|aßx(o,T) == ^v Wo(̂ ? V|Ô^X(O,T) 
for / = 0, 1, ..., /с — 1, where UQ{X, t) is a sufficiently smooth function in g, then we 
solve the homogeneous problem 
^ + X ( - 1 ) ' " ^ ' ( « o W ^''г) + a*(f. ̂ . £»z) = 0 
dt \i\.\Jluk 
2(x,0) = 0 , £)iz(x, г)|вйх(од) = 0 for / = 0, 1, . - - Д - ! 
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where 
a*(^, X, Dz) = a[t, x, DUQ + Dz) — 
ItMil̂ fc dt 
Then the solution is of the form w(x, )̂ = z(x, t) + Wo(̂ :, t). 
R e m a r k 4. The assumption that {̂ .,}"=1 is a uniform partition of the interval 
<0, T> is not essential in this paper. We can consider an arbitrary partition {tj}%i 
of <0, T>, the norm of which converges to zero with n -^ со. 
Now, we shall be concerned with the dependence of the solution u{t) on UQ from 
(2) and on the operator F{t). 
Let Ui[t) (i ~ 1, 2) be the solution of (l), (2) corresponding to WQ = ^oi ^^^^ 
F(r) и = Fi(t) и = ai{t, X, Du). 
Theorem 5. / / 
(45) \\Fi{t) и - F2{t) u\\ й a{t) + b{t) \\и\\^ for all и e W^ü), 
where a[t), b{t) are continuous nonnegative functions in <0, T>, then the estimate 
(46) 
Ь\т)ет \\ui{t) - W2(0f ^ ^^'M Ihoi - Woiil' + max ||wi.(OII^- | а\т)ат + 
V *6<o,r> Jo J 
takes place for all t e <0, T>. (The constant К > 0 depends only on C3, C^from (8) 
and С from (5).) 
Proof. From Definition 3 we deduce 
d(«,(o - u,(0) ^ ^̂ ^̂^ _ ^̂ (̂ ^ ̂  [-̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  _ ^̂ (̂ ^̂ ^ ^̂ (̂ ) _ ^̂ (̂ )-j ̂  
d̂  
+ {F,[t) u,{t) - F2{t) U2{t), u,{t) - U2{t)) = 0 
for all t e (0, T). Hence, integrating this equality over <0, t} and using (8) We obtain 
(47) | |M, (0 - «^(Oll' + Сз f ' | |U , (T) - M^Wi^ dx g 
||f I(T) U,(T) - F^{T) u,{t)\\ | |U,(T) - M^WII dT . ^ llwoi - «02P + 
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Owing to (5) and (45) we conclude 
\\F,{t)u,{t) - F,{t)u,{t)\\ ^ \\F,{t)u,{t) - F2{t)u,{t)\\ + 
+ ||f2(0"i(0 - 'f2(0 "2(011 è a{t) l|Mi(Olk + c|i«i(0 - «2(0lk + KO 
and hence if (12) is applied suitably, then (47) yields 
211' + (48) \\u,{t) - w ĈOII" + ^5 f INiW - w,(T)l|^dT й \\uot - «0 
+ max ||wi(0|iâ^ • «^W ^^ + Ь^(т) dt + X ||WI(T) - 1/2WP ^'^ • 
^^<о,ту Jo Jo Jo 
Thus, (46) is a consequence of Gronwall's lemma (see [12]). 
Let u„{t) (n = 1, ...) be the solution of (l), (2) corresponding to Uo„ (from (2)) 
and to the operator F„(t) v = a„(t, x, Dv). We shall assume that 
\aXt, X, ^) - aXt\ X, r ) | uC.{\t- f\ + \t- f\ Щ + |e - r | ) 
holds for all t, t' e <0, T>, ^\ ^ e E^ and n = 1, ... and 
\\F„{t) и - F{t) u\\ й a„(0 ||w||^ + b„{t) . 
As a consequence of Theorem 5 we obtain 
Theorem 6. / / 
a^(T)dT-^0, Ь1{т)ат-^0, ||wo„ - Wo|| "^ 0 
Jo Jo 
for n -^ CO, then uJJ) -> u{t) in the norm of the space C(<0, T>, L2{Q)). 
3. 
In this section we shall be concerned with the approximate solution w"(r) (Rothe's 
function) which we construct by means of the predictor-corrector scheme — see the 
problems (Г'), {2") and [V"), {2'") in the introduction. First of all we prove a certain 
a priori estimate for u\t) from which, similarly as in § 1, §2, we deduce that u\t) 
converges to the solution u(t) of (l), (2). A priori estimates are obtained by similar 
techniques as in § 1 and thus we do not go into details. Assumption (5) will be 
considered (for simplicity) in the more special form 
(5*) |a(r, X, ^) - a{t\ X, Г) | uC.{\t- t'\ + |^ - Г | ) . 
Vs e W\{Q) (5 = 1, . . . , n) is a weak solution of (1"), (2") {и^-х being given) if 
(49) h Y^" ' . A + i^^ >̂ ] + {P{ts) «.-1, w) = 0 
holds for all w e W\{Q). 
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щ e WliO) (s = 1, ..., n) is a weak solution of (Г")> (̂ "O if 
(50) / ^ ^ i J i : ! , ^\ + ^Ащ, w] + (F(0 t.. w) = 0 
holds for ail w e Ж^(^). 
Existence, uniqueness and regularity of Us,Vs {s = l,...,n) are guaranteed by 
Lemma 1. 
Lemma 10. There exist С and ho > 0 such that the estimate \\(и^ — t/^-i)//?!^ + 
+ /ï~^||w5 — Ws-i||^ = ^ holds for all s = 1, ..,,n and h ^ ho. 
Proof. Subtracting (49) and (50), where w = v^ — u^, we obtain 
f ' ' ,v,-uA + [A{v, - щ\ V, - wj + (F{t,) w,_i - F{t,) V,, v, - u,) = 0 
and hence by applying (12) and (8) we deduce 
Vs - u. (1 _ c,h) + C,h-'\\v, - u^^ й C,(4/z)-^ \\щ ~ v,\\'^ . 
Since 
hs-i - Vs\\w S 2\u, - w,-i| |^ + 2||M, » v,\lr 
we have the estimate 
(51) ^s - ил (1 _ c,h) + C,{2hy' \\v, - u,f^ S C,(2/z)-^ lit/, - w,_, | |^ . 
Let us consider (50) for 5 = i and 5 = г — 1 with w = ŵ  - и^_^. Subtracting these 
equalities we obtain 
( ' , Ui - Mf_i j + \_A{ui - w,_i), Ui ~ 1/̂ _ J = 
= -{F{t^Vi - F ( r i _ i ) î ; i _ i , Ui - Mf_i) 
and hence applying again (12) and (8) we conclude that 
(52) II 
" 
"г - « i - i P / , 
h 1 ^̂  
/j 1 
The estimates 
\Щ - f i - i l l r ^ 3||м; - v,\\% + 3||«, - u,_,\\% + 3||u,._, - t ; , . , !^, . 
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(51) and (52) yield 
I I « ; - " ( - 1 (53) 
< W|-I - Ui-2 + C,{2h)-'\\u,_, - u,.2\\w + C^h 
where i = 2, ..., n and /i ^ /ZQ (^o is sufficiently small). From (53) we deduce suc­
cessively 
(54) Ч-1 
Wt - Ur 
+ C,{2h)-' \\u, - w , - , | | ^ j ( l - C^hy-' й 
+ Q(2/z)-^ \\щ ~Uo\\lr + CT (7 = 2 , . . . , n), 
It remains to estimate the right hand side in (54). From (49) for 5 = 1 and w = 
= Vi — UQ we have 
Vi - Un 
, î^i - Wo ) + [A{vi - UQ), VI - Uo] = -{F{tt) UQ, 1;̂  - UQ) 
- [Auo, v^ ~ Uo]. 
Hence, by applying once more (12), (8) and (6) we conclude 
Iki — и "^ 
(55) 
Similarly, (50) yields 
(56) 
i — ^ {l-C,h) + C,h-'\\v,-u4lèC. 
h 
Ui — Un 
h 
But, (55) impUes ||Î^I — МоЦж ^ C" and hence the result required follows from (56) 
and (54). 
Lemma 11. There exists С and ho > 0 such that the estimate 
l|2 
h 
+ h 4v,-ullr й С 
takes place for all s = 1, ..., n and h ^ /IQ. 
Lemma 11 is a consequence of Lemma 10 and (51). 
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Lemma 12. There exist С and hg > О such that the estimate \\us\\w + \\vs\\w Û С 
holds for all s = 1, ..., n and h S ^o-
Proof. From Lemma 10 and the triangle inequahty we deduce 
(57) ||м,Ц ^ С for all s = h...,n and h й К . 
From (50) for w = м̂ , we have 
Thus, owing to (8), (57) and Lemma 10, we deduce 
(58) |jw,||^ ^ Q + C2||t ,̂||,K for all s = 1, ..., n and h й h^ . 
Due to Lemma 11 we have the estimate 
\\vs\\w ^ Сз + \\и,У 
and hence, using (12), we conclude from (58) that 
| |M,| |^ й с for all 5 = 1 , . . . , n . 
The rest of the proof follows from Lemma 11. 
By means of ŵ , ŷ ,, s = 1, ..., и we define Rothe's functions u\i), v\t). Lemma 11 
implies 
(59) !1«"(0 - 4011^ ^ Cn-i 
and Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 yield 
(60) V, - l^. ^ С for all 5 = 1, . . . , n and h ^ ho where VQ = UQ 
By virtue of the a priori estimates in Lemma 10, Lemma 11 and (59) we prove 
by the same method as in § 1 and § 2 
Theorem 7. Let u\t) be (Rothe's function) of the form: u"{t) = u^-i + {t — t^-i) . 
. /î"^(w, - M,_i) for ts-i S t й tsr 5 = 1' •••' " ("o = Щ{^) from (2)), where м, 
(s = 1 , . . . , n) are solutions of (50). Then u"(t) converges to the unique solution u(t) 
of (I), (2) in the following norms: 
a) u"(t) -^ u(t) in C«0 , T>, L2(Q)l 
b) u'Xt) -^ u(t) in the norm of the space Wl'^Q) n Wl''^~\Q')for all t e (0, T). 
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Remark 6. Rothe's function v"{t): v"{t) = v,_^ + {t ~ h-i)h~\v^ - v^.J for 
ts~i й t й ts, s = 1, ,..,n (vo = Wo) where v^ (5 = 1,..., n) are solutions of (49) 
also converges to the solution u{t) of (l), (2). Theorem 7 holds true for v\t) instead 
of u\t), since the same a priori estimates have been proved for v^ (5 = 1,..., «) 
as for Us (s = 1,..., n). 
Remark 7. Using the results on regularity for linear elliptic equations in the 
interior of the domain Q we have proved regularity of the solution u(t) of (l), (2): 
u{t)eL^{{0, T>, ТУГ'(Г20) n СД(0,Т), Tf^X^O) ^ ^«^^ T}, ^f^-^^O) 
(see Theorem 1). However, if dQ is sufficiently smooth (ôQ e c '̂̂ ^ '̂̂ ) then Lemma 1 
and (9) hold true for Q' = Q — see [7] (Theorem 2.2, Chap. 4). Hence, by the same 
techniques we can prove regularity of u{t) in Q (we can put Q instead of Q' in (61)). 
The results similar to those presented in this paper can be obtained also for more 
general boundary value problems than the Dirichlet problem by using the cor-
responding result for more general boundary value problems of linear elliptic equa-
tions - see [7] (Chap. I. 2.6 and Chap. IV. 2.2, 2.8). 
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